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Bosch Security Systems' FlexiDomeXT line of vandal-resistant, fixed-dome cameras now offers NightSense—a feature that extends the camera’s sensitivity by a factor of three in monochrome operation. NightSense mode is automatically activated under low-light conditions, providing surveillance around the clock so you don’t miss anything. NightSense delivers optimum image quality even at very low light levels. When light begins to fade, the camera automatically switches from color to monochrome to maintain outstanding picture quality. For additional information about Bosch Security Systems, visit www.boschsecurity.us.

InPro Corporation now offers sustainable wall protection products and hand rails. The EnviroGT line of wall guards, corner guards, and handrails is the first of its kind to be manufactured from 100 percent recycled high density polyethylene and Forest Stewardship Council certified wood. Use of EnviroGT products is eligible for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) credit consideration by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). For additional details on this product, call InPro Corporation at 800-222-5556.

Miller Electric Mfg. Co. introduces the new Miller Legend 302 gas engine-driven welding generator. The Miller Legend 302 is the only low-speed generator to produce 5500 watts of peak power and 5000 watts of continuous power at 1800 RPMs. In addition, exclusive multi-speed welding reduces noise levels; at 1800 RPMs noise levels are only 66 dB with a 3000 watt generator load. The Miller Legend 302 has a rated output of 240 amps/25 volts at 3000 RPMs (73 dB) and a powerful rated output of 300 amps/25 volts at 3600 RPMs (75 dB). For greater details, call Miller Electric Mfg. Co. at 800-426-4553.

Russelectric Inc. now offers reliable electric power required for the proper operation of security equipment. The threat of terrorism makes any facility vulnerable to a loss of power. Russelectric power control systems provide the emergency/backup power needed to keep critical security equipment up and running in the event of a loss of utility feed. Security systems and equipment such as specialized sensors and alarms (smoke, fire, heat, motion, etc.); video surveillance systems; emergency lockdown systems; and fire-suppression and sprinkler systems have become commonplace. Without an emergency/backup system, the loss of utility feed for even a short time could render such equipment useless and compromise your security. For full details, call Russelectric Inc. at 781-749-6000.

Brady Corporation has introduced two new padlocks designed for use in lockout and other industrial applications. The Brady Safety Padlock complies with all applicable OSHA lockout requirements and features a special six-pin cylinder that resists tampering. It also results in more unique key cuts, reducing the likelihood that one worker’s key will open another’s lock. The Brady Steel Padlock is designed for a wide range of heavy-duty industrial applications, including lockout and the securing of toolboxes, equipment cribs, and parts and materials in storage areas. Countersunk rivets and a hardened steel shackle provide added production, while a paracentric keyway with drill protection makes the lock difficult to pick. Request more information from Brady Corporation at 888-272-3946.

Strobic Air Corporation announces their Tri-Stack Mixed Flow Roof Exhaust System with HEPA filters. Tri-Stack fans are practical, cost-effective, and energy-efficient solutions for pollution abatement, re-entrainment, and odor control problems. Tri-Stack fans and systems are used at hundreds of facilities, serving as direct replacements for conventional centrifugal exhaust fans which are usually associated with tall, unsightly stacks. Lightweight modular construction with lower system pressures than conventional exhaust stacks helps provide a two-year payback when used for centrifugal fan replacement. For more information on Strobic Air Corporation, call 215-723-4700.
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